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GLOSSARY

Term Explanation

Matrix There are registers, whose records contain tables (i.e. a

matrix).  A table may hold various types of information. For

example, an invoice will contain the items with all relevant

information – units sold, base price, discount etc.

Element or Object These two terms are usually used to describe a document

form entity – this can be one of six – Text, Line, Frame,

Field, Picture and Page Sum.

Consignment Inventory This is the inventory that you receive and keep in your

premises, but it still belongs to your vendor. This is mainly

because the inventory is of such a high value, that you don’t

want to invest in paying for it until you sell it. You only

receive vendor invoices for these goods once you have sold

it  - and advised the vendor that it has been sold. As you

don’t own the inventory received on consignment, it is also

not shown as part of your balance sheet (there are options

in the setup to defne diferent General Ledger Accounts for

Consignment Inventory, and Consignment Purchase

Accruals, so you can exclude these Accounts from your

Balance Sheet defnition).

Jewelry Tags Item Label in Standard ERP.

Piece Jewelers call most jewelry items a generic term such as

“pieces”.

SKU Item Code in Standard ERP.

Vendor Style Number This is an alternative code on item cards in Standard ERP.

Deposit Invoice Down payment Invoice in Standard ERP.

Layaway This means that the customer wants to reserve an item,

makes initial deposit payment for it, and you keep it in a

special vault location for Layaway orders. The customer

keeps making payments, until the item is fully paid for, and

only then you give the item to the customer. 

Special Orders These are orders, where a customer will choose a design

for various items and then those items are custom made

specifcally for this customer. For example the customer

picks a specifc stone or specifc color and clarity and it  will

get ftted on their chosen ring.

Memo Out This means Consignment Out, whereby we give the item out

for our customer to hold, until they sell it and inform us they

have sold it, and only then we will invoice the customer. We

own the item, even if it is out on customer site in customer

location, until they report they have sold it and we invoice

them.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE JEWELRY MODULE

HansaWorld provides fully integrated front and back ofce jewelry store software solutions for the jewelry industry,

where the end user can retrieve information about their clients, see their purchase history, look up inventory status,

gather information about employee activities within the company from one single seamlessly integrated system.

HansaWorld provides the best jewelry software solution to manage and keep track of all your jewelry pieces, giving

them a unique number (serial number), but at the same time allowing you to have one SKU code per style or item. This

way the reporting is very consistent. It allows you to analyze the inventory number or the item itself without having to

run the reports for every piece. Also the serial numbers allow you to track items individually down to the client.

This training material will go through the main workfows of the Jewelry retail shop. It will also show you how to set up

the system for the functions connected with Jewelry. 

This training material assumes that you are familiar with the basic functionalities of Standard ERP, so it will not cover

general concepts like what is an item record, what is a contact, what is inventory etc. 

If this is not the case, please refer to the following training material before continuing with this one: Beginners' training

guide called  “Introduction to Standard ERP“.
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BASE REGISTERS

When activating the Jewelry module in the Confguration setting, you will not get a new module into the Modules list.

Instead new jewelry specifc felds have been added to existing records like Items, Contacts, Goods Receipts, Batch

Specifcations etc. Below is an explanation of  the added functionality to the Base registers - Contacts and Items

Contacts

Most of the customers at a Jewelry retail store are private people. For easier data entry and consistency there are

separate felds for Customer’s First name and Last name.The system will then auto generate Display Name in the

format of Last Name, First Name. This will ensure that all contacts in the database are with the same format. Another

added feld is ‘Sufx’ which is used to store Jr (Junior), or Sr (Senior) for example.

Contact record

The rest of the Customer's contact details should be captured as normal. If a customer is willing to reveal his/her

birthday or any other signifcant date, then these can be captured under ‘Personal’ tile for Birthday and any other date

under ‘User defned’ tile.

Contact Relations can be used to save any relations to other customers / contacts. 

Items

There are a lot of details, that should be captured, when entering items into the database. When a Jewelry module is

activated 2 new tiles will be visible on an Item record - ‘Jewelry’ and ‘Watch’. Those tiles will have the necessary felds

to capture most information about the jewelry item.
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Item Record

It is recommended to have the item code only in numeric for keeping the system consistent and to make sure, that

there are no duplicate codes for multiple items. If there are any other codes that should be recorded for example from

an old system then an Alternative Code feld can be used for this. To view the status of all items with the same

alternative code, a user can run the Item Status per Alternative code report from the operations menu of an Item record.
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Item Status per Alternative code

Usually a photo of an item should be attached to every item record. There are many diferent ways to do this. If each

record is created manually then a user can either use the ‘Add picture’ button (on Mac) or the usual Attach fle option

under the Document Manager.

There is a maintenance routine in Technics module ‘Attach Pictures to Items’. With this maintenance it is possible to

attach multiple pictures to multiple items. The fle name of the picture will need to be either an Item code or an

Alternative code.
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JEWELRY SPECIFIC WORKFLOW

Purchasing – Consignment Inventory vs. Purchased Inventory

In industries that are buying and selling high value items ( The best example is jewelry) it is fairly normal to buy the items

on consignment. This means that the company pays for the items from the vendor only after they have been sold. 

Purchase Order Process

The Purchase Order is created as usual: Either let the system suggest purchase orders using a maintenance routine, or

creating ad hoc purchase orders manually into the purchase orders register. When entering items on purchase order,

you notice the default Inventory Type for all items is Purchased. Change the Inventory Type to Consignment, if these

items are ordered on consignment.

Purchase Order with both Inventory types – Purchased and Consignment

You can also make default inventory type to Consignment for any particular item when buying it from any specifed

vendor by indicating the Default Inventory Type as Consignment on Purchase Item record for this Item and this Vendor. 
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Purchase Item with Def. Inventory Type as Consignment

Goods Receipt Process

When receiving items, the items are usually frst received into VAULT or MAIN location. Goods Receipt is matched

against a Purchase Order at the time of registering the goods receipt in the system. You can fnd a Purchase Order by

the number specifed on the vendor’s delivery note, or run an Outstanding Purchase Orders report for this vendor to see

the list of all the outstanding purchase orders from this vendor, and drill down to the purchase order from there. 

Outstanding Purchase Orders report

Use the ‘Create’ menu on the Purchase Order to create a Goods Receipt. This will transfer all of the items from the

purchase order to the Goods Receipt. Reduce the quantities if some items were not received, or delete the whole line if

an item was not received at all. Use the Goods Receipt operations menu option ‘Generate Serial No’ to create Serial

Numbers for all serialized items or enter them manually into the ‘Serial No’ feld. 
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Generating Serial Numbers on a Goods Receipt.

Every jewelry specifc detail (Such as Metal, Weight, Size, Color, Clarity etc) will be copied over from the Item record, if

any of those details will need to be changed, then it is possible to do so on the Flips K to N.

When the Goods Receipt has been checked and updated, click the OK check box. This signifes that the Goods

Receipt has been approved. The Inventory balance for the Location specifed for the Goods Receipt will now be

updated with the quantities and a General ledger transaction will be generated. 

The General ledger transaction that is generated will have the accounts either setup with a Consignment (not included

in the Balance Sheet report) or in the normal Purchase accounts (included in the Balance Sheet report). Proper setup for

both of these accounts will be explained later on in this material.

All items just received can be viewed on the Inventory List report in the Inventory module. This report will include both

Purchased and Consignment inventory by default, but it is possible to run the report to exclude the Consignment items

or show only the consignment items. This can be done on the second tile of the Inventory List specifcation window.
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Inventory List specifcation window

For all serialized items there will be a Batch Specifcation record created with all the details from the Goods Receipt.

This will ensure the correct information is recorded for every serialized item. This record will also keep track if an item

has been purchased as a consignment.

Batch Specifcation window 
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Once the items have been received in the system correctly, all the actual products will need to be tagged. 

There are two diferent options to print out tags for the items received. The best option would be to use the Goods

Receipt operations menu to print labels for a specifc Goods Receipt. This option will print one label for each item on

the Goods Receipt.

Printing tags for all received items

Another option is to use the Goods Receipt Labels Form in the Inventory Module. Using the document form will allow

one to specify many diferent options to print out labels for multiple items on one or more Goods Receipt. For example

it is possible to print out items on 3 diferent goods receipts by specifying their numbers separated by a colon (:) e.g. All

items from Goods Receipts 1001 to 1003 should be specifed as 1001:1003.

Payable Process

When the Vendor Invoice comes in, it should be matched to the Purchase Order/Goods Receipt at the time of entry.

Find the Purchase Order in the Purchase Orders register by using the Purchase order number on the vendor’s invoice,

or by running an Outstanding Purchase Orders report for all outstanding purchase orders for this vendor that are still

awaiting the invoice. The Payables will have one row for each item, allowing the placement of serial numbers in each

row, and the exact unit price per item.

All sold consignment items should be reported back to the Vendor, so the vendor can issue the Payable for those

items. The best option to fnd all the consignment items that are sold, is by running the Serial Number Sales Statistics

report in the Accounts Receivable module with ‘Consignment Items Only’ option. It is possible to run this report for all

Vendors or per a specifc vendor. The report will show the Purchase Order and the Sales Invoice connected with each

item for an easy reconciliation.
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Serial Number Sales Statistics Report

For any consignment Item the Consignment Purchase Accrual accounts are used in the Payable matrix, meaning that

the Consignment Purchase Accrual accounts will be debited on the General Ledger transaction. For any Purchased

Item the Purchase Accrual accounts are used in the Payable matrix, meaning that the Purchase Accrual accounts will

be debited on the General Ledger Transaction.

After the Payable is OKed, the Batch Specifcation record for each consignment item is updated and the item is no

longer considered as a consignment. So in case the customer would return any of these items, they would then

become purchased items in inventory, and no longer consignment items. 

If for any reason the vendor sends the invoice for consignment items before they have been sold to a customer, the

Batch Specifcation record for each consignment item is also updated and Payable posts a special pair of GL

Transaction rows to Credit Consignment Inventory and Debit Purchased Inventory Accounts.

Sales – Point of Sales and Ordering

Point of Sales

In the Point of Sales environment, it is convenient to use the simplifed, touch screen layout Invoice, so you can focus

on selling to a customer and do the administration with as few steps as possible.

It is essential to have inventory up to date at all times, i.e. for example if you sell an item in the store, it should no longer

be available for sale in your online store. Therefore, within Standard ERP, the best choice is to use Account Receivables

Touch Screen invoice that merges the simplicity of the POS Invoice, real time updating of inventory and the General

Ledger of the normal Invoice.

Creating a new invoice

For salespeople the best choice is to set up their system in such way that upon login the frst screen to be see is the

new Touch screen invoice. Otherwise they may select to create new Invoice in Account Receivable module.

Everything set up on the Touch Screen invoice is user defnable and can be modifed per store or per each individual

user. Exact steps for the setup will be explained in later chapters of this material.
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Sales Invoice

To select a customer from an existing list of customers, press button ‘Customer Search’, where you may search for

name, phone number etc.

If the search could not fnd the exact customer, it is possible to use the search tool again and specify diferent search

criteria. If the customer does not exist in the system yet, create a new record to capture customer’s details such as their

frst and last name, address, phone number, email etc.
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Selecting a Customer

When you fnd the correct customer double click on the name, which will then populate the main details such as their

name and address to the invoice.

There are many options to enter an item to the invoice. A salesperson can use buttons on the invoice panel to enter the

most common products sold. It is also possible to enter or scan an item code / barcode / serial number to the

‘Item/Command’ feld and press enter, which will then paste the item to the invoice. If none of the numbers is easily

known, the salesperson may press a button to search for a description or any other attributes of the item to be sold. 

Search for an Item

From the list of results, it is possible to select an item by double clicking the suitable row and this item will be pasted to

the Invoice. If it is a serialized item, a pop-up to select a serial number will open where a salesperson can then use the

command+enter command to get a list of all  the serial numbers for this item currently in Inventory.
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POS Invoice with Customer and serialized item

If there is a need to make any changes to the item as price or description or add a discount, a salesperson can highlight

the item row and then press the button ‘Amend line’. This will then open a window with Item details. It will also be

possible to change the Tax code for this specifc item, if needed. Changing price or adding a discount is controlled by

an access group. Salespersons are not able to discount to any lower price than their defned minimum price list on their

Person card.

Amend line for an Item

A button ‘Change Terms’ can be used to make changes on an invoice. Options are; to change the location or  payment

terms, adding a language code or an object. 
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Change terms for an Invoice

If the commission for this invoice is shared between multiple salespersons, then the other salespersons initials are also

entered in the Salesperson feld on the Invoice header, separated by a comma. To enter multiple salespersons, use the

button “Select Salesperson”. The commission is always split between all the salespersons equally. Use the Bonus,

Salesperson report to calculate commission for each individual salesperson.

The last thing to do before fnishing of an invoice is to add a payment. Select a payment mode dependent on how the

customer is paying for those items – credit card, cash or check. It is possible to use multiple payments on one invoice

by pressing a button ‘Payment – All Options’ and then specifying an amount per payment mode.

Diferent payment options

It is possible to integrate Standard ERP with some of the card payment terminals. In case it is integrated, you can

swipe the card and then payment details are automatically entered to the invoice. It is also possible to use integrated

Credit Card payment gateway’s without the card payment terminals. In this case after selecting the credit card payment

option, a system will pop up a window where a salesperson can enter the credit card details manually.

In case a non-integrated payment terminal is used, the system will ask for an authorization code to be entered at the

same time as the payment amount, so it will be saved along with the invoice.
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When all invoice details are entered into the system, select the button 'Finish' to save, OK, and print the invoice. For

such expensive items such as jewels, it is recommended to setup the invoice form to print item pictures as well.

Returns

Returns are captured as invoices with negative quantities. Find the original invoice by the original invoice number and

then press the Return button. Payments are refunded to the customer the same way as the customer initially paid. 

End of day

At the end of the day, run a report called Cash Receipt to see what payments were made during the day. This report will

also help to reconcile the amounts per payment mode.

Cash Receipts report – sorted by Payment Mode.

Usually all jewelry will be put away from the display and a quick count will be done to make sure all the items are still

there. The Inventory List report can be run for ‘Location Totals’ which will show the total count for each location.

Inventory List – Location Totals
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Sales Orders – Layaway Orders

Layaway Orders are orders, when a customer places an order for an item, the item is then kept in the vault specifcally

for this customer, in a bag, with a copy of the Layaway Order printed in the bag as well. The customer then keeps

making payments against the Deposit Invoice. Once the customer makes the fnal payment, the item is then released

from the vault to the customer. 

Creating a new Layaway Order

Create a new sales order and specify the customer and item. The item is entered using paste special in the item

register, or by directly entering the items barcode, code, alternative code to the item code column or by entering the

serial number in the serial number column (in fip E), which pastes the rest of the item details, including the items

current location. 

Layaway Order

It is recommended to have diferent order classes for better reporting and to have the possibility to use diferent debtor

and deposit accounts per order type. Every Layaway order should have the correct class specifed.

A customer would need to pay a deposit for the Order. Using the Sales Order operations menu “Create Downpayment

Invoice” is is possible to create the Downpayment Invoice to the customer. Usually it is 100% of the sales order’s

value, but this can be overwritten for every downpayment invoice. 
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Creating Downpayment Invoice from an Order

Register any initial payment from a customer as payment rows on the invoice,the same way as described in an earlier

chapter. Print both the downpayment invoice and layaway order for the customer. 

The item should be moved from its original location into the Vault or a special Layaway location. Using the Sales Order

operations menu “Create Inventory Movement” to record this in the system.

Creating an Inventory Movement from Order

The Item or Items will be copied over to the Inventory Movement. A user will need to make sure that the ‘From’ and ‘To’

locations are correct. A ‘Received’ checkbox will need to be ticked in order to fnalize the Inventory Movement.
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Inventory Movement connected with Layaway Order

Registering Customer Payments for Layaway Orders

The Downpayment invoice will be shown in the Accounts Receivable report as outstanding invoice with the balance that

the customer still needs to make payments for in order to be able to pick up their item.

Any time the customer comes to the store to make another installment payment against their deposit invoice, create a

Receipt record to the Receipts register in the Accounts Receivable module. Specify the correct payment mode and

select downpayment invoice from outstanding invoices list. A remaining balance of this invoice will be pasted to the

Received Value column, change the amount, if a customer is paying less.
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Receipt record

Print the Receipt record as receipt to the customer confrming their payment. Receipt document also prints the

remaining balance of the invoice.

Receipt record also holds the Machine Code and Drawer code information, so these will show up in Cash Receipts

report and in Cash Up report. 

Finalizing the Order

Once a customer has made all installments against the order and will come to pick the item up a Delivery and a fnal

invoice will need to be created in order to complete the order process. 

Use the ‘Create’ menu to create a Delivery from the Sales Order. Check the details on the Delivery and tick ‘OK’

checkbox. Then go back to the Sales Order and use the ‘Create’ menu again to create the fnal Invoice. A

downpayment will be deducted from the Invoice amount, so if the downpayment was for 100% and customer has fully

paid that invoice, then there is no extra payment needed and an Invoice can be marked as Finished. If the

downpayment was for less than 100%, then add a payment to the Invoice and then mark as ‘Finished’.
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Final Invoice for Layaway order

Sales Orders – Special Orders

Special orders are orders, when customer places order for an item that needs to be made specifcally for them. For

example if they order a watch with diamonds to be mounted on it. Or they order a ring with specifc stones on it or even

when a ring will need to be resized. In this case, production records are used to keep track of all the components and

labor work used for the special order.

Creating a new Special Order 

Usually there is no item record for the ordered item as it still needs to be produced, so a new item record should be

created or it is possible to use a generic item code to take the order and amend the description. All items for Special

Orders (specifc or generic) should have Item type as ‘Inventory’ and have a recipe (also known as Bill of Material)

specifed on the Item record. Recipe should contain a list of components that are needed to produce the main item.

Those components and quantities can be generic and a user can specify the exact items and quantities on each

production.

Once an item and a recipe has been entered to the system, create a new sales order, specify customer and the new

item. If  a generic item code is being used, then modify the description feld to describe the item in more detail. 
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Special Order

Customers would usually need to pay for the special order upfront. Use Sales Order operations menu “Create

Downpayment Invoice” in order to create the Downpayment Invoice to the customer.  Register any initial payment from

customer as payment rows on the invoice. Print both the invoice and special order to the customer, exactly as

described above.

Creating a Production

Create a Production from this Special Order using the Create Planned Records from the Orders Maintenance routine. If

a generic item code was used, then there are no full details of the receipt, and a user can complete the list of

component items on the Production manually. Please note, that for the maintenance to run properly, a Planned Delivery

Date will need to be specifed on the Sales Order.

Creating Productions from Orders

When a customer calls to follow up on their special order, it is possible to check the Sales Order status report and see

the Production and its status linked to the Sales Order in this report. A user can also drill down to the actual Production

to see any details if needed.
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Order Status to look up Productions

When Production is complete, the production record is marked as Finished and the fnished product is now visible in

Inventory (when running the Inventory list report).

From Production record Activity can be created for colleague staf member to contact the customer and notify them

that their item is now ready and a customer can come to pick it up.

Finished Production record

Productions can also be used when a Jeweler will need to assemble a jewelry from parts for example necklace from

beads. The Other possibility is to use production records to convert many items (ingredients) into one item to be sold.

For detailed instructions about how to setup and use production module please refer to the Production training

material.

When a customer will come to pick up their special item, a normal Delivery and an Invoice will be created from the

Sales Order. Use the Outstanding Sales Order report or look up the Order from the Sales Orders browse window and
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create the Delivery and Invoice records using the ‘Create’ menu and fnalize the order as described above for Layaway

Orders.

Sales Orders – Memo Out

Memo Out or Consignment Out means the items are given to customers, usually resellers, and the customers are not

invoiced until they have reported that these items have been sold. These items should still be part of the general

Inventory, but should not be available for selling. Best would be to move those items to a separate location. There can

be either 1 generic location created for all Memo Out items or 1 location for each reseller.

Creating a new Memo Out Order

Only diference between order type of Orders and Memo Out order is that it should have a specifc class for better

reporting and also a specifc location for Memo Out items. Once a order is fnished use the ‘Create’ menu on Sales

Order to “Create Inventory Movement” in order to move items from its original location into Memo Out Location.

Creating Inventory Movement from Memo Order

All details from the Sales Order will be copied over to Inventory Movement record. The location specifed on the Sales

Order will be copied to the ‘To’ feld on Inventory Movement. A user will need to enter correct serial numbers for all

serialized items. Once items have been delivered to the customer/reseller a received checkbox should be ticked.
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 Inventory Movement

Outstanding Orders report with Memo Out Order Class and Memo Out Location can be run to see outstanding sales

orders per customer that have not been delivered and invoiced to the customer yet. Inventory List report for Memo Out

location shows all items that are out on customer site, but not yet sold and invoiced.  

Once customer reports they have sold a memo item, then a Delivery and an Invoice are created against this sales order

from the Memo Out location. The Delivery will then reduce this item’s quantity from the inventory and post cost of sales.

The Invoice will post revenue and accounts receivable. As the invoice would typically not be paid on the spot, it is

advisable to create these invoices in the back ofce using normal invoice layout, and not a touch screen invoice that

was designed for immediate payment in the store.
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Sales Invoice for Memo Out Items

If the invoice is not paid immediately, then it will stay in Accounts Receivables as an open invoice. All payments against

this invoice should be recorded in the Receipts register as described earlier.

Service Orders

Service Orders are used if a customer will bring in their jewelry items for cleaning or repairs. 

Creating a new Service Order

Create a new Service Order in the Service Orders register. Paste special in the Serial Number feld gives a list of already

sold or serviced items. 
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Lookup of Known serial Numbers register

You can search for products by customer name or item description. If the known serial number record does not exist,

meaning this item has not been sold using Standard ERP, nor has this product been in service before, then a new

known serial number record should be created to log the details for this item.

By pasting the serial number this then pastes all the customer details on the Service Orders.

If there is a camera attached to the service computer the service person can take a photo of the item as it is. If one is

using a Mac it is possible to use the ‘Add Picture’ button to either attach an existing fle or take a new picture. This

picture will be attached automatically to the Service Order record and it will be displayed on the Service Order. For

Windows, you need to take a photo with external software and attach the fle using the Document Manager.

The user can then log the comment for what work needs to be completed on the item. Specify the planned delivery

date as the date the customer expects to pick up the item again. It is recommended to have the Service order number

to be shown as a barcode on the printout to be able to fnd the record easier and when the customer will come to pick

up their item. Then one can print the Service Order.
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Service Order record

Service Person’s Work Sheet

To register the service time spent repairing the jewel, and to register any components used for fxing the item, use the

‘Create’ menu to create a worksheet. A new worksheet is created, where you may enter the time and materials spent

while fxing the item. Once all the necessary items are entered to the Work Sheet (inventory and labor), the Work Sheet

will need to be OK’d, which will then reduce the quantity of Inventory items and post the cost to the General Ledger.
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Work sheet for a Service Order

Alternatively, you may use the ‘Create’ menu on a Service Order record to create an Activity to input the time spent with

servicing the item. The Service Order number, Item Code and Serial Number will be copied to the Activity. A user will

then need to enter the correct item of the labor to the Invoice item feld.

An activity can be used if there was only time spent on the Service Order. It is not possible to add Inventory items to the

Activity. 
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Activity from the Service Order

The beneft of using activities is that it is possible to see them in many CRM reports.

Invoicing

When a customer comes to pick up the item, they usually need to present their printout of the service order. If the

Service Order number is printed as a barcode, the Service receptionist then opens the service orders browse window

and scans the service order number to fnd the service order record. Alternatively it is possible to type in the service

order number into the browse window and fnd the correct record.

If there are any complaints (things missing or not the same color etc.) about the item when a customer comes in to pick

it up, a service receptionist can show the image taken from the item when it was brought to service.

If there was any chargeable work done related to this service order, then an invoice is created from the Service Order

‘Create’ menu and a customer payment can be registered as usual on the Touch Screen invoice or alternatively as a

Receipt.

Customer Relationship Management

There are no specifc CRM functions that are valid for jewelers only, but they are in a special business, where contact

relationship with customers is extremely important. To get the competitive advantage in the business, it is very

important to have good relations with customers and make them feel special. For example calling to the customer and

reminding them about their wife’s birthday and suggesting the perfect gift. Or notifying a customer when an item they

were interested in is on sale or a new model from the watch maker has just arrived to the shop.

That is why all communication needs to be recorded via activities – phone calls, e-mails, customer visits. It is possible

to integrate Standard ERP with diferent telephony systems via the built in Communication Centre. Possible integrations

are with Skype, TAPI or Asterisk solutions.
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Communication Centre

The simplest integration is with Skype. In case Standard ERP is integrated with Skype, all incoming and outgoing calls

automatically create an activity. If there is a match with a phone number / Skype ID found in the Contact record, then

the contact is automatically pasted to the Activity and a user will then just need to fll in the details about this call.

Storing all the activities may be very useful for a few business cases:

• Running reports to see which customers visited the store this week to be able to send a thank you letter or

more information about some items/promotions.

• Running a report per an individual customer to see the full customer history, not just their purchased history,

but everything that this customer has asked about. This will help a salesperson to get a better understanding

on the customer and to be able to give more applicable suggestions.

Another powerful CRM tool is using Contact Classifcations, which will allow one to send out targeted customer letters

for example, to all VIP customers. Or add a specifc classifcation to all customers who have bought a specifc item to

be able to suggest to them similar or matching items. 

It is also recommended to keep as many customer details as possible: besides name, address, phone, it is highly

recommended to store birthday and other signifcant dates (anniversary etc). All this data should be kept on the Contact

record as described earlier. Using the ‘Birthday List’ report in CRM will allow you to add reminders to either call or send

out an e-mail on a customer’s birthday or on some other signifcant date.
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Birthday List report – specifcation window

Birthday List

For more detailed instructions about how to setup and use the CRM module please refer to the CRM training material.
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JEWELRY SPECIFIC CONFIGURATION

Technical Setup

It is common to have the following architecture for jewelers:

• Tag printer to print small jewelry tags for items in show cases.

• Receipt printer at the Point of Sale terminals

• Normal A4/US letter size printer for Order/Service Order printing

• Barcode scanner for diferent scans 

Resources are not used on the limit, as they have relatively low volumes with high value, which is small load for servers.

Module>>System

The following settings are recommended to be done in System Module:

Optional Features setting - Following checkboxes should be ticked:

• Checkbox ‘Touch Screen Interface’ -  to allow use of touch screen invoice.

• Checkbox “Allow negative quantities on invoices”  - to be able to save touch screen return invoices.

• Checkbox ‘Browse Filtering’ - for easier search in Browse and paste windows

• Checkbox ‘Credit Memos update Inventory’

Persons register - It is important to keep track of every sales person, so each user should have their own Person

record. On each Person record specify following:

• Access group on tile ‘Access’ defning what modules they have access to, and what actions they can and cannot

perform.

• Minimum price list on tile ‘Sales’. This is important to set up for users who enter Invoices. The user is not allowed to

discount any item to a lower price than the price that is defned on the minimum Price List. 

Module>>Accounts Receivable

The following settings are recommended to be done in Accounts Receivable Module:

Item Groups register - Item groups are used for better reporting and can also be used to specify different sales and

cost accounts per group. Example, list of Item Groups to be set up:
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Module>>Sales Orders

The following settings are recommended to be performed in the Sales Orders Module:

Order Classes setting – Based on the workfow explanation earlier in this training material, it is recommended to

set up the following classes: 

• Layaway Orders - Specify Layaway Debtors account and Deposit account for Layaway deposit invoices. 

• Special Orders - Specify Special Orders Debtors account and Deposit account for Layaway deposit invoices

• Consignment Out/Memo Out.

Order Settings – The following checkboxes should be ticked:

• Checkbox ‘Require Order Class’ - this will ensure that all orders will have an order class specifed.

• Checkbox ‘Credit Memos update Invoice quantity’

• Checkbox ‘Connect to Prepayments when invoicing’ - If a customer has prepaid for some items and it has been

recorded as a prepayment (and not as a downpayment), then this prepayment will be automatically linked to the

fnal invoice.

Module>>Inventory

The following settings are recommended to be performed in the Inventory Module:

Account Usage Inventory setting – besides the normal setup for Inventory, the following should be set up:

• The Checkbox ‘Post Price Variance’ should be ticked

• The Price Variance Account should be specifed

• The Consignment inventory account and Consignment Purchase Accrual account should be specifed

Cost Accounting setting -  besides the normal setup for Inventory, the following should be set up:

• The checkbox ‘Cost Price per Serial Number’ should be ticked – this will ensure, that the cost will be refected per

serial number and it will not be generalized per item. This is useful, if there are cost price changes.
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Example of a Cost Accounting setup

Locations setting – our recommendation is to set up each case or a store box as a location and then a separate

location for a safe or vault. If there are multiple stores, then the actual store should be a Location Group.

Serial Number Tracking setting - set the length for serial numbers (12 or 13 for example). This will help with the

consistency of serial numbers and if some of the documents print a serial number as a barcode, the barcode will be

the same length. It is also recommended to set up the serial number so that it would start with the Item Code.

Inventory Settings – besides the normal setup for Inventory, the following should be set up

• The checkbox ‘Update Known Serial Number register’ should be ticked

• The checkbox ‘Require Location’ should be ticked

Module>>Purchase Orders

The following settings are recommended to be performed in the Purchase Orders Module:

Purchase Items register - There should be a purchase item record set up for each item with the preferred vendor.

This can be done from the item record via operations menu “Create Purchase Item”.

Module>>Accounts Payable

The following settings are recommended to be performed in the Accounts Payable Module:

Payable Settings - beside normal setup for Accounts Payable, following should be set up

• The checkbox ‘Transfer Each Row Separately’ should be ticked - this is important for the Price Variance and

Consignment Item status to work properly. 

• The checkbox ‘Invoice based on Goods Receipt’ should be ticked - this is important to ensure the serial numbers

from the Goods Receipts will get entered to the Purchase Invoice rows. 

Module>>Pricing

The following settings are recommended to be performed in the Pricing Module:

Price Lists - this is used to set up price lists for different levels of discounting. If there are many levels on how much

different salespeople can give out discounts, then there needs to be a price list for each discount level.  Items should

have a Base price on the item record as the Recommended Retail Price which is printed on the tags. 

The system then may generate the prices that belong to these lists automatically, using mathematical formulas to be

setup as Price Formulae. For full details on Pricing module please refer to the Pricing training material.
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Module>>POS

There are no jewelry specifc settings needed in the Point of Sale module. Everything should be set up as normal for any

Point of Sale system. Full details on this can be found in the Point of Sales training material.

Module>>CRM

The following settings are recommended to be performed in the CRM module:

User Defned Fields – Contacts – set up the Date 1 feld to be ‘Anniversary Date’ and the Date 2 feld to be

‘Signifcant Date’

Forms in diferent modules

The following Form templates will need to be set up and specifed in the Form defnitions:

Module > Accounts Receivable > Document > Cash Note - Set up the form for Point of Sales Invoices. Usually this is

printed to the receipt printer.

Module > Accounts Receivable > Document > Invoices – set up a form for normal size invoices. This is used to keep

a copy of printed invoice just in case.

Module > Accounts Receivable > Document > Credit Memo - Set up a form for Credit Memos.

Module > Inventory > Document > Goods Receipt Labels - this document is used to print item labels. Usually the

labels (tags) for jewelry are very small and will be attached to the actual pieces. 

Module > Service Orders > Document > Service Orders – set up a form for Service Orders. If there is a barcode

scanner at the service desk, then the service order number should be printed as a barcode as mentioned above.

Rest of the Forms and templates should be set up as needed.
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between diferent versions of English language

The language used in this material is American English. There can be slight diferences between other versions of the

English language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada Australia + New

Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

P r o f t a n d L o s s

Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Proft or

Loss

Statement of Proft or

Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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